
 

 

 
 

CLASS – VI  
 
 

English       Date:-13/04/2020 
 
è Read the chapter “The Sentence” once more shared 

on whatsapp group and solve the worksheet given. 
 

Sentence 

A. Tick the group of words that are sentences and cross out the 
ones that  
are not.  

1. It is your pen?  

2. own park.  

3. Delhi is an old.  

4. When they fell down.  

5. These sentences are meaningless.  

6. Nita lives in a town.  

7. quarrelsome women.  

8. Birds have feathers.  

9. It is a baby girl.  

10. The prince ruled.  



 

 

B. Arrange the parts to make sentences. Add correct punctuation.  

1. (a) planned the weekend (b) Deepa (c) well (d) has  

2. (a) Nazneen is (b) of my sister (c) the friend (d) who won the 
tournament  

3. (a) in classical mythology (b) is a supernatural being (c) a demigod  

4. (a) at the civilians (b) the police (c) fired  

5. (a) utterly tensed (b) Rajkumar is (c) forthcoming exams (d) because 
of  
the  

6. (a) did not have (b) in the morning (c) Antara (d) milk  

7. (a) carried enough food (b) on the voyage (c) those (d) had  

 

 
C. Mention the type of the following sentence. And add punctuation 
mark to it.  

1. Don’t switch off the fan _________________  

2. The book she bought had a colourful cover _________________  

3. Divya has great eyesight _________________  

4. Please give me the money _________________  

5. Did you do your homework _________________  

6. Am I your servant _________________  

7. What a brilliant performance _________________  

8. Seema watched a film last Saturday _________________  

9. Has the doctor prescribed some medicines _________________  

10. How insensitive of you to make that statement _________________  



 

 

D. Write interrogative sentences that would answer the following 
statements.  

1. Rituparna Ghosh directed the film, The Last Lear.  

__________________________________________________ 

2. I have read the novel, A Thousand Splendid Suns.  

__________________________________________________ 

3. The book is authored by Khaled Hosseini.  

__________________________________________________ 

4. We went to Jantar Mantar on a school trip.  

__________________________________________________ 

5. The Taj Mahal was built between 1632 and 1653.  

__________________________________________________ 

6. Sneha will leave for school in ten minutes.  

__________________________________________________ 

 
7. I should not have hit that monkey.  

__________________________________________________ 

8. Mother cooks delicious chicken.  

__________________________________________________ 

E. Write imperative sentences that can be used in each of the 
following  
situations.  

1. The teacher shouting at the class to be quiet.  

__________________________________________________ 



 

 

2. Mother asking her child to write the answers to the questions.  

__________________________________________________ 

3. Instruction to open a lid from a particular position.  

__________________________________________________ 

4. A warning on a bottle of spray that it is to be kept away from children.  

__________________________________________________ 

5. A command on a test paper to fill in the blanks with the 
appropriate words.  

__________________________________________________ 

6. Direction on a sign board to take a left turn.  

__________________________________________________ 

7. Command by a police officer to surrender arms.  

__________________________________________________ 

 

8. A child asking her friends to wait for her.  

__________________________________________________ 

 
F. Rewrite the following sentences as exclamations.  

1. It is sweet of Arpan to surprise his mother by visiting home.  

__________________________________________________ 

2. Sunshine on Mount Kangchenjunga is a breathtaking scene.  

__________________________________________________ 

3. It was a hectic day.  



 

 

__________________________________________________ 

4. Ananya Sen gives flawless performances.  

__________________________________________________ 

5. It needs concentration to paint matchboxes.  

__________________________________________________ 

6. Playing video games is a sheer wastage of time.  

__________________________________________________ 

7. He is courageous enough to fight the boxer.  

__________________________________________________ 

8. Neema has a pretty set of teeth.  

__________________________________________________ 
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